
STRINGING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING RACQUETS - 

Bedlam/Judgement LaunchPad, Bedlam/Judgement Stun, Stun 175. 

 

    * These racquets use TWO PIECE stringing. 

    * Minimum string package 38' with 38' string length, short side must be 7'8" MAX 

    * Tie offs and short side marked on racquet frame. 

    * Stringing pattern is diagramed on frame. 

    * 17ga string required for Judgement and Bedlam racquets. Tension 28-32 lbs. Pattern 

14M x 18x 

    * Shared holes: 5H, 6H, 8H, Start crosses at 4T-R. Tie off M's at 2T-R and 2T-L. 

    * Mount to stringing machine with "HOLE NUMBERS UP." The short side will be on 

the right. 

 

INSTALLING AND TENSIONING MAINSTRINGS: 

String pattern is numbered, diagramed, and color-coded at head. Colored tubes in the 

throat coincide with colored holes and diagram at head. 

 

Step 1: Start mainstrings at 1H-L left. Feed 7'8" down through the green tube in the left 

of the handle and clamp near head. Feed up through the bottom right hole in handle. The 

string will come out of the Green Tube. Feed up through 4H-R. Pull tension and clamp 

near 4H-R. 

 

Step 2: Finish short side by feeding down through 5H-R to 1T-R. Pull tension and clamp 

near 1T-R. Feed up through 2T-R to 6H-R. Pull tension and clamp near 6H-R. Feed down 

through 8H-R (skip 7H-R) to 3T-R. Pull tension and clamp near 3T-R. Tie off at 2T-R. 

CAUTION: If using 38 ft. of string, Be sure not to have more than 1 ft of excess. This 

finishes the short side. 

 

Step 3: Feed the long end of the string down through 3H-R (Yellow hole) to the yellow 

tube. Feed up through the left side of the handle to 2H-L (yellow hole). Pull tension and 

clamp near 2H-L. 

 

Step 4: Feed down through 2H-R (orange hole) to the orange tube. Then feed up the left 

side of the handle to 3H-L (orange hole). Pull tension and clamp. 

 

Step 5: Feed down through 1H-R to the red tube. Feed up through the left side of the 

handle to 4H-L (red hole). Pull tension and clamp near 4H-L. 

 

Step 6: Finish mains by feeding down through 5H-L to 1T-L. Pull tension and clamp near 

1T-L. Feed up through 2T-L to 6H-L. Pull tension and clamp near 6H-L. Feed down 

through 8H-L (skip 7H-L) to 3T-L. Pull tension and clamp near 3T-L. Tie off at 2T-L. 

This finishes the mains. Cut string after tying off. Use remaining string for cross strings. 

 

INSTALLING AND TENSIONING CROSS STRINGS: 



Step 7: Start crosses at 4T-R. Weave across to 4T-L. Feed approx. 6 in of string through 

4T-L. Weave the other end through 5T-R to 5T-L. Use the shirt end to tie off at 5T-L. 

Tension at 5 T-L and clamp near 5T-L. this will tension #4 and #5 crosses. 

 

Step 8: Finish crosses normally. #5, 6, and 8 are shared holes. Tie off at 4H-L. 

 

APPENDIX: 

Strings are numbered per USRSA convention. 

H- Head/Hole 

T- Throat 

L- Left 

R- Right 

M's- Mainstrings 

X's- Cross Strings 

Example: 5H-R = 5th Head Right 

 



 


